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QUESTION 1

Which of the following RAS features, previously available only on POWER 7+ midrange and enterprise systems is now
available on POWER8 scale-out servers? 

A. Active Memory Mirroring, which maintains two identical copies of the Power Hypervisor in memory at all times. 

B. A redundant Service Processor with the ability to dynamically fail over from the primary service processor to a
secondary for solid service processor fault. 

C. An on-chip controller on the processor module, which handles Power Management and Thermal Monitoring without a
need for a separate controller. 

D. Active Memory Sharing, which can be exploited to increase memory utilization on the system by decreasing the
system memory requirement. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer will be consolidating a number of IBM i and AIX partitions from several older servers onto an existing S824
These partitions are parts of various operating groups within the customer and require connectivity to various private
networks and network redundancy. The server utilizes SAN Storage and dual VIO Server partitions. 

Which solution satisfies the customer\\'s requirements? 

A. Add two additional VIO Server partitions each with a quad port Ethernet card. Create an SEA in VIO Server to each
port of the Ethernet card. Configure virtual Ethernet connections to the VIO Server partitions for each SEA with one
flagged priority 

B. Utilize two of the IBM i Partitions to bridge to the outside Attach a quad port Ethernet IOA to each partition and bridge
the ports lo internal VLANs needed by the guest partitions. 

C. Add two SR-IOV capable Ethernet adapters. Allocate each of them to the partitions and create the connections to the
correct VLANs as needed. 

D. In the existing VIO Server partitions, add a quad port Ethernet card. Create an SEA in VIOS to each port of the
Ethernet card. Configure virtual Ethernet connections to the VIO Server partitions for each SEA with one flagged
priority. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

There are 20 partitions on the customer\\'s Power8 system , want to allocate additional storage from non-IBM SAN to
each partition. License fees for all partitions drivers and multi-path software beyond the current budget. 

Which one of the following technologies will meet their demands in the budget ? 

A. NPIV 
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B. SAS 

C. SSD 

D. vSCSI 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer would like build a two node active-active cluster of two 4-core AIX LPARs. The two nodes of the cluster are
connected to an IBM SAN separated by 75 miles (120 Kilometers) and an SVC at each location. 

What is the total number of licenses that are required for this configuration? 

A. PowerHA Standard Edition - (8) licenses 

B. PowerHA Enterprise Edition - (4) licenses 

C. PowerHA Enterprise Edition - (8) licenses 

D. PowerHA Standard Edition - (4) licenses 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer is setting up two new partitions where IBM i is hosting the storage. The customer\\'s high priority is to
complete the backups to physical tape as fast as possible, while automating the movement of the single tape library
between the partitions Tape library functions are needed for the backup. 

Which combination of storage virtualization will achieve the customer\\'s backup priority\\'\\' 

A. One very large virtual disk unit sized to fit the partition with a virtual iSCSI interface to the tape library. 

B. Virtual disk units sized to provide 10 disk units, with the tape and DVD virtualized by IBM i. 

C. Larger virtual disk units and a SAS adapter on each partition, with dual SAS adapter on the tape library. 

D. At least six virtual disk units with the tape drive virtualized with VIO Server and NPIV 

Correct Answer: D 
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